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AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR HOLLOW
EXTRUSION DIE DESIGN

J R Thomas'
A G Cohn
(RR1s0)

This report is based upon a project to develop a prototlpe expert system to design hollow extrusion dies.
Input to the system consisted of a cross sectional representation of the required extruded shape. Previous
research has concentrated on crinquing exisring designs for possible areas ofmanufacturing difficulty but until
now no one has attempted to automate the design process itself. Problems in building such a system are
centred on representing and performing the required spatial reasoning, and in producing a design which meet
various conflicting design goals. Output from the prototype system consists of one or more designs which
satisfied the constraints for the extrusion die. Further system development is required in order to identify the
optimal design when more than one design is produced and to increasing the efficiency of the implementation.
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ABSTRACT
This report is based upon a project o develop a prototype expert system to design hollow extrusion dies. Input to the system
consisted of a cross sectional representation of the required extruded shape. Previous research has concentrated on critiquing
existing designs for possible areas of manufacturing difficulty but until now no one has attempted to au[omate t]re design
process itself. Problems in building such a system are cenlered on representing and performing the required spatial reasoning,
and in producing a design which meet various conflicting design goals. Output from the prototype system consists of one or
more designs which satisfied the constraints for the extrusion die. Further system development is required in order to identify
the optimal design when more than one design is produced and to increasing the efficiency of the implementafion.

* Currcnt addrcss is: ACTL, Natiqral Recesrch Council of Canada, 6815 8th St- NE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E7WI.

INTRODUCTION
Although designing a die to extrude a solid shape in metal is a relatively simple process, die-design for a shape with one or
more voids is a more complex ask. At the present time there are no lextbooks covering ho!9w die design for metal
extrusion and the design sktt is something of an art rather than a science Most of oday's hollo-w di9 designers have received
no Cit rt formal trainiig but have learned the skill through experience or by traditional apprenticeship. In addition,
knowledge of the subjdt has not reached a stage a[ which mathematical modeling of the process is feasible.
There have been various att€mpts to develop expert systems which are able o perform dasign asks. Most of these have been
in the area of electronic engineering f1,2,t,4, 51, and computer systems [3,6] design. Very few have looked at design of
project cunently
mechanical systems t7, 8l and perhaps one of the most interesting of those is the "Design to Product"
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providei a cbnvenient tool for the die designer and is useful in providing an outline of the requirements of an autonomous die
design system.
Technical Preliminaries
For solid shapes there is little difficulty in designing a die, with the possible exception of calculating the bearing lengths and
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Thus the major tasks to be faced when designing a hollow extrusion die are:
ident'rfy area(s) to be supported;

1)
2)
3)
4')
t
6)
7)

ident$

feed sensitivefeaares;
identifY Possible weld sites;
locate mandrel(s) in container;

locate feed sensitive areas (e.g. re-entrant corners)
locate possible bnidge intersects on mandrel(s) (weld sites);
decide how many bridges there shouldbe;

e)

locate bridge intersections on concainer rim (i.e. layout bridge axes);
decide on bridge width and depth;

l0)

construct ports;

11)

evaluate and balance Ports;
proportion feed channels;
set weld chamber widttrs and heights

8)

12)
13)
14)

allocate bearings.

Tasks l-3 are relatively straight forward. Task 4 is almost always so, at lqst for single hole, single mandrel dies where the
mandrel is invariably located centrally in the container (ttris involves calcularing the centnoid of ttrc shape). Task 5 appears !o
be a relatively easy iast, but is complicated in that some re€ntrant corners are regarded by die {esign experts as being unlikely
to cause a feed problems. Task 6 involves identifying points on visible surfaces which could hide weld sneaks. Additionally
of course, any non visible side could be used as a weld site. Task 7 is perhaps one of the most critical dasign decisions. ln
general it will not be possible to make a decision on this point without (panialy) designing a number of dies and evaluating
and comgaring them. Task 8 is again relatively simple for two port designs since the bridgas are always colinear and opposite
each othir with respect to the mandrel cenroid. However, when tftere are more bridges the angle of the bnidge axes is less
determined. In fact, some considerable time was spent during the project in tr5nng to elicit ftom designers the rules they used
for four port designs. The remaining tasks are all fairly local processes which seem to be fairly sraight forward though little
time hasbeen devoted to them during the pilot study. Task I l, evaluating and balancing ports is clearly the hardest of these
tasks.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The Knowledge Acquisition Phase

In the initial phase, a number of experts were observed solving various typical design problems. Mgql expe,rts were able to
produce an aiceptable design in under I hour and typically it took them somewhere in the region of 30 to 40 minutes to
iomplete a design. It became evident that ttre experts would often start with different initial solutions to the desigr problem
but that upon refinement of their solutions they would usually converge upon a single common design type.
The second phase involved a single articuliate and enthusiastic expert die designer who was pres€nted with a large collection of
design probiems and protocols of the solutions were recorded- Using these protoco! a1d a laddering technique, thetasic
conclpts used in the domain were elicited from the expert. Where these techniques indicated that there was incomplete or no
information available from the expert on specific topics, the expert would consult with his colleagues. If it became clear that
the information was unknown in the industry and that this information could improve the design process, ttren specific
research projec6 were initiated to obtain the required information. As a direct by-product of this acquisition stage at least two
successful and innovative design proceses were developed

Archiregure
From the informarion gained in the previous stage it was decided o adopt a mixed frame/rule based architecture for the system
as this seemed to best fit the expert's representation of ttre problem domain. At the time of development there was no
commercial product available wittr the required architectural fean[es so we developed an in house representation system.

SYSTEM ARCMTECTURE
The architecture developed to support the Die Design Expert System can be briefly described as follows. There are five main
modules: the geometric reasonen inference engine; gfaphics system; parser and; the user interface. All ttre code is wriften in
Franz LISP.

Geomeric Reasoner
Input lo the system consists of a line drawing spggifying the shape to be extruded. At present this is entered as a series of
line segmentsof a specified width and crtrvauJre (though non zerc curvatures are not currently handled). colinear lines of
different widths arelntered separately. Each line segment is specified by two (x,y) coordinates and the width. In addition,
each line segrnent may be tagCed to indicate that is exterior surface is "visible" and thus weld lines should be avoided along
its surface.
The geometric reasoner (also known as the_shape preprocessor) converts tie line drawing shape description into a_strucolred
fu;bdge based abirraction. This informatibn fu stored in a set of structures ttnt will be explicitly accessed by the
inference system's nrle-base.

;;

Shape descriprion input is 'simplistic' in that it is insufficient to design the die-plate, but it is sufficient to be able !o desiga
the underlying bridge structure. (The simplification cunently made in the shape description is that slos are dascribed by an
enclosing rectangle rattrer ttran their precise geomery and deails are described by a single poin}.
Prre-processing consists of finding the mandrels, and labeling all the webs, flanges, re-entrant corners etc. It will for instance
identify and label those mandrel corners that are mathematically re-enfrant, but will leave the inference engine to decide
whether the re-entrant is significant (i.e. is likely to be a feed problem).

Insiddouside descriptions with respect to the mandrel are also computed. In addition, various numerical quantities are
calculated including the center of a circumscribing circle for a set of points, line intersections, centroids and are,as etc.
This is a fairly sraight forward component of ttre system and licle intelligence is required. Indeed conventional programming
techniques were used to implement this section of the system.

Knowledge Sfucnnes
The Expert system constructs a hierarchical knowledge base as it is operating, to slore and retrieve the information ttrat it has
infened so far. This knowledge base can be thought of as a set of nodes representing sEuctures and sub'structures, arranged so
that sub-structures occur as parts of their corresponding super-strucnres, e.g.
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seen in the above example that the breadth of the hierarchy is composed of different descriptions at the same basic
strucnual level whilst the depth of the hierarchy represents increasingly detailed levels of description.

It can be

Different branches of the hierarchy can also be used to s[ore information about competing possibilities, e.g.
S
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A task will in general be associated with a node in the knowledge ;ase that is relevant !o whatever it is doing, i.e. tasks are
usually 'attached' to the node that will contain most of the facts that {hg rask will infer. To give an example based upon the
above knowledge base fragment, each of the die-design branches would have an associated task that would attempt to fill in
ttre deails of the die-design nodes. In this way tasks are 'focused' on those parts of the knowledge base on which they are
intended to concentrate their work. Note however that whilst tasks are 'focused' as discussed above, they can still access the
rest of the knowledge base ifnecassary.

Within

ttre

lnowledge-base ttre nodes are created dynamically by the rules and so the lnowledge

system continues to operale.
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framework grows as the

Rules
The rule base is the heart of the system. It is in rules that the desigr knowledge is encoded, including both how to construct
dasigns and how to evaluate and compare them.

At present all rules are fonvard chaining rules. In a desigr task it seems natural to rea.son forwards from the initial daa rather
than work backwards from some hypothetical design goal. Obsewation of our experts during the knowledge elicitation phase
of the project confirmed this view* .
Rules in this system may be considerably more complex and sophisticated than the faditional "IF... THEN..." rule. For
example it was found desirable, for expressiveness and efficiency reasons, !o allow an ELSE component in the rule. However
this ttren creates a problem. Variables in the premise cannot be used in the ELSE part as they will not be hund since the
premise evaluated o false. The solution adopted was to have a two level premise componenr (a) a test (tagged as GIVEN)
which has to succeed for the rule to be applicable at all and then ; (b) a further te.st (tagged as IF) to choose between the
TIIEN and the ELSE branch. Variables bound in the fust premise component may thus be used in either branch of the
conditional ( while those bound in the second part may only be used in the THEN branch).
The general form of a rule in ttris system is:
(Rule-name

(AUTHOR name)l
I@ATE date)l
TGEASON reason)l
toNE-sHoTl
WAZY IEAGER]

ISYMMETRIC var [var]+l
GTVEN [(premise*lause-lis0]
[IF (premise-clause-list)]

THEN (conclusion-clause-list)
IELSE (conclusion-clauselist)] )
Optional items are enclosed in square brackets. A'+'means 'one or more times'. The AUTHOR, DATE and REASON slos
are rhere to provide simple housekeeping information. All of them are optional and are ignored by the system.
The ONE-SHOT and LAZY, EAGER options affect the way that the rule is used. ONE-SHOT declares that the rule is to be
used only once within a given task-instance. Once the rule has successfully lred it will remove iself from that taskinstance's nrle agenda
and is mutually exclusive with the EAGER option. If the rule is declared to be
EAGER then all the bindings that satisfy the rule at the time of evaluation will be used on that iteration of the rule cycle. In
theLAZY mode of evaluation, only one valid substitution will be applied on any given iteration of the rule evaluation cycle.

LAZY is the default mode of rule application

A set of variables can be declared
feature is useful in order to stop

as being

equivalent in terms of their bindings by using the SYMMETRICAL option. This
designs being generated, one being a reflection of the other.

wo identical bridge

Premis clauses may test values in a particular frame, ask the user for a value, rerieve a set of values or perform arbiuary
LISP computation (eg. to sort a previously returned set of values). Conclusion clauses u5rrally conclude about the values of a
particular slot in a particular frame, but may contain other actions such as printing a message. There is always a culrent
frame (see the section on Tasks below) to which retrievals, tests and conclusions refer to bu default, but a special syntax
allows this to be changed in any given premis or conclusion clause by specifying an optional explicit path.
Other features of the rule language included a macro facility and control annotations to affect the way and times at which the

rule is firedTasks

Rather than having a single huge, homogeneous rule set, the architecnue allows nrles to be gouped according 1e tasks. This
yields botfr efficiency gains and increased flexibility of control. Fq gxample different asks can be associated with fleshing
out different die designs and such tasks can be suspended or resumed independently as requircd.

.
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Therefore tasks provide a mechanism for stnrcturing the rule base and reducing ilre search space, because only rules in active
tasks are considered at any one time. In addition, ttrey effectively reduce a rule's size because some rule preconditions are made
implicit in the ask preconditions.
Task syntax is expressed in a similar format !o that of a nrle and consists of:

(Iask-name

I(PRECONDITIONS preconditionsX
ION-ENTRY-ACflONS on+nry-actions)l
I(SUCCEED-CONDffiONS succeed*onditions)l
(SUCCEED-ACIfONS succeed-actions)l
(SUSPEND-CONDffiONS suspend-conditions)l
TONSUSPEND-CONDITIONS unsuspend-conditions)I
TGORWARD-RULES forward-rule-agenda)l

KBACI(WARD-RULES* bachvard-rule-agenda)l
TGULE-PRIOzuTY nrle-priority-list)l)
Among the tasks in the current, version of the system are tasks which a) find potential feed problems; b) find potential weld
locations; c) propose bridge/mandrel intersections for two, ttree and four port dasrgnsi d) identify actual fe€d problems witlt
particular partiafiy instantiated designs, and; e) which refine two, thlee and four post designs.
Inference Engine

The inference engine is the second major module in the system. Is basic mechanism can be thought of as comprising three
parts; (a) a task interpreter; (b) rule interpreter and; (c) a set of task control demons.

ln the system the ask interpreter is a loop whose basic operation can be described by the following flowchart:

Select task to work on

Give task to ruie interpreter

Any tasks still active?

There is a global agenda of tasks that are currently active, whilst each task instance has iE own agenda of usable rules'
The rule interpreter takes a task and selects a rule from the task's own agenda of rules that it has available o it. This is done
on the basis oipriority and usability. Each task gives certain rules higher priorities than certain other rules, and nrles of a
higher priority will be checked for usability before rules of lower priority.

Two criteria must be met for a rule to be usable, fte premise must have a consistent set of variables bindings (i.e. that make
the premise true), and that set of variable bindings must not be equivalent to a set ttrat has previously been used by this rule
in the context of this task (cf. refracloriness in OPS5).
Task demons constiurted the third section of the inference engine. The usk control demons are activated whenever an enEy is
made into fie daabase that is referenced by either a task's precondition, succeed condition, suspend condition or unsuspend
fall
condition. They check to see whether ttre Londition is fulfrlled and perform any associated actions. The associated actions
explicit.
ino two categories, implicit and

* At thc prercnt time there arc no backward chaining rulcs in the syrtem and thir rlot is cunently ignored.

Explicit conditions are those given by the writer of the usk description in the relevant action slot Such actions may be !o
a^ssert some fact into the database, to call some function or procedure, to focus the ask instanca on some part of the database,
or maybe o perform no explicit action.
Implicit actions deal with creating new tasks, linking tasks ino the relevant part of the daabasehierarchy (unless over-wrifien
by the task writer), asserting that a task has started or finishe4 and adding or removing the task from the active or suspended
rrsk agendas.
The Parser
Translation from the external syntax of tasks and rules into the intemal form and performing consistency checking is canied
out by the parser. It akes three sets of daa files as input and from them produces four paned data filas.
The three fites that it accepts as input are ttre database strucnre declarations, the task descriptions and the rule-base. Ouput
&om ttre parser consists of (a) a parsed database declaration; O) a parsed ask description lnowledge base; (c) a paned rule-base
and; (d) a file that sets the relevant global variables that contain ttre indexing informarion needed to trigger the instantiation,
termination and suspension of tasks.
Flaving the parser as a separate unit allows the inference engine to work using'data sEucnres tailored to the application whilst
allowing the knowledge base to be wrisen in a more sraightforward and readable manner. Incorporation of the parser
mechanism within the inference engine structure so ttr,at it can interpret the'raw'knowledge base would be feasible but there
would be corresponding additional computational overheads when the inference engine is running.
Graphics System

A very rudimentary graphics output facility has been constructed in order that designs can be displayed- Extensive use is made
of the SUNCORE graphics system (SUNCORE is an extension of the CORE graphics standard implemented on the SUN
range of workstations) in the implementation of the graphics facilities.
Within the graphics system ttre system can draw the input shape on the workstation screen, label the parts of the shape

as

computed by the shape preprocessor and display the bridge layout associated wittt any particular design. In addition, the
output can be printed for a hard copy of the dasign. A future enhancement of this system would also provide a facility to
output NC tape for the production of the designed die.
User Interface

The user interface would ultimately be a very imponant part of the system, providing explanations and justifications of the
design. At pr€sent the user interface is very rudimentary. The graphics system already referred to could be viewed as part of
it. In addition there is a simple interface o the hisory of rule firings. To date, the LISP debugging and trace package has
been able o provide much of the interface function required, albeit in a somewhat unfriendly form.
System Operation

In this system a design is built up in stages, starting with a very abstract design which merely specifies the intersections of
the bridges on the mandrel. Successive refrnements specify the intenections of the bridges on the die container circumference,
their cross-sections, the radiussing of the ports, mandrel undercuts and so forth. At any one stage there may be any number of
designs being developed witirin the system which have for one reason or another been temporarily, or perrnanently, suspendedAs a result of the system architecture it is possible for the system to posit one or more design solutions for any one input
shape. When multiple designs are proposed by the system there is at present no mechanism for placing them in any order of
pefererrce.

CONCLUSIONS
Capabilities and Limitations of the Protorype Svstem

At the present sage of development, the system is able o produce designs for single-hole dies. The desigrs produced by the
system include consideration of two, three and four port solutions. There are some limitations in the types of structure that
the present system is able !o work with, such as basic straight line shaped cross-sections. In addition, the system is restricted
to non-remot€ mandrel designs.

In designing and implementing the prototype system we have concentrated on the development of the bridge structurc an! the
associated ports. At-pre.sent the system doesn't have a suffrciently detailed representation of the shape to desrgn the die-plate
but the implementation of this should be a relatively simple problem.

The system can identify likely problem areas (e.g.. feed, sltface qlality
_etc) with the shape o be extruded and problems with
the designs which the system has suggested in its initial design phase. One advantage of the present system srucnne is thu
it providas the capability for the system to produce designs based upon several bompeting'knowledgasources. So it is
possible for the system to have knowledge sources based upon 'die-designer X'and 'die-designer Y'and using bottr these
lnowledge sotuces the system will produce designs ba.sed upon each sryle of die design.
We are led o undentand thar approxim ately 8U90Vo of the single-hole production dies tlut are currently designed would in
theory be covered by the prootype system, even with its existing limitations. As a prototype, the current Jystem takes
considerably longer than a human would o produce a satisfaclory design. In this feasibility stage attention tris Oeen
concentrated upon demonsFting that l destgn syst€m is possible rather than on considerations of efficiency. Re+oding the
system in a more efficient form and using a more powerfrrl workstation is likely to result in a syst€m performance
considerably closer to thatof a human expert. As more is learned about the design process it may be-possible to further
improve the efficiency of the system.

During the rwo years of tlrc feasibility phase of ttre project there have been a number of changes within the die design
technology. A number of these have been as a direct result of the interaction between this project and the work of-our expert.
In addition it has been possible to identify a number of areas where there is a need to promote frnther basic research in order n
provide parameric data for inclusion within the expert system.
During interactions with the experts it was interesting to discover that a number of the 'rules' that they were using in
developing their designs were in fact inaccurate and were often based upon 'old' technological consEaints which nd longer
held. For example, although experts are aware that there have been changes in the standard of the die material, they w6re still
using 'rules' which were based upon producing dies at the time when the quality, and therefore sftenglh etc., of the die material
was more variable. In general it is clear that die designers are oft.en operating in what is effectively a more cautious mode and
as a result producing less efficient dies tlran could ideally be the case. With the growing awareness of this information there
have been some changes in the die design process.
Further Developments
This project has clearly demonstrated the feasibility of a die design expert system. The next stiage is the development of a
production prototype which would be ab,l9 to operate within a production plant. This would require the development of an
output capability to produce either a full line drawing or the production of an NC tape. The input capability cbuld also be
extended to except a CAD system output.
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